BERTRAM FRANCIS WHORTON
(20 March 1926 – 24 April 2014)
It is with deep regret that we report the death of a well-loved and long-time Branch
Member, Bert Whorton who lived in Kirton-in-Lindsey.
Bert, who was born in Oxford on 20 March 1926, spent his early
life there but went off at the age of 16 years to join the Royal
Navy from 1942-1945. He served on aircraft carriers in the
Atlantic Convoys. For this, he was awarded the Russian Artic
Convoy medal and eventually the Artic Star. Bert left the Royal
Navy at the end of WWII and spent a few years in civilian life
before joining up again in 1949.
This time he joined the RAF Regiment where he served for five
years with the Corps and spent most of that time on No57
Squadron at Fassburg and Wildenrath. By this time he had met
and married Doris, who accompanied him on his tour when he was
posted to No 57 in Germany. He war demobbed on 15 May
1954, but remained on Reserve Service until May 1959. They had three children, one
daughter and two sons. Sadly Doris passed away in 2013 about a year before Bert.
Below is a photograph taken at Bert’s home on 21 March 2014 when he very proudly showed
his prized medals to Tom Monteith, during a welfare visit in the area. With the medals was
a congratulatory message from the Russian Consular, Mr A Nikiforov, in London saying that
the medal was given in recognition of Bert’s contribution to the common struggle during the
war against Fascism.
Other medals included the Atlantic Star,
War Medal 39-45, the Defence Medal,
The Russian Convoy and the Artic Star
Medals.
Bert’s funeral took place in Kirton-in-Lindsey
on 6 May 2014 and there was a very big
attendance at the service which
included some of our Lincolnshire Branch
members.
The concluding hymn was his
favourite.

“All things bright and beautiful
All creatures great and small
All things wise and wonderful
The Lord God made them all.”
TCM

RAF REGIMENT ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING & REUNION WEEKEND 2014

The RAF Regiment Association’s Annual General Meeting and Reunion Weekend will be
held over the period 24-27 October 2014, with the AGM and Gala Dinner being held
on Saturday, 25 October 2014. The venue will be the Yew Tree Lodge Hotel, (a
member of the Best Western Hotel chain) at Packington Hill in Kegworth, Derby, just
outside East Midland’s Airport.
This is an excellent venue for this event, a really good hotel within easy reach for our
Branch members. Highly recommended and a very popular resort but we need to get
our bookings in as soon as possible as there will be a big demand.
Booking forms can be downloaded from the RAF Regiment Association website at
www.rafregt.org. or you can use the form on the next page.

YEW TREE LODGE HOTEL at PACKINGTON HILL in KEGWORTH

MANDELA
A Credit to his Country
In life, Nelson Mandela declared, “Death is something inevitable. When a man has done
what he considers to be his duty to his people and his country, he can rest in peace. I
believe I have made that effort and that is, therefore, why I will sleep for the eternity.”
When Nelson Mandela retired after serving one five year term as President of South Africa
in 1999, he laughingly said that it is important to step down while one or two people still
admired him. It was meant as a joke clearly because, as the outpouring that greeted his
death proved. Mandela was one of the most admired and loved statesmen on the planet.
Growing up as the son of a tribal chief in South Africa’s rural Eastern Cape, the young
Mandela rarely saw a white person. It was only when he began his education and then
moved to Johannesburg to train as a lawyer, that he experienced the reality of living in
what soon became apartheid South Africa. He slowly saw that not only was he not free, he
wrote in his autobiography “Long Walk to Freedom” but that it was not just his freedom
that was curtailed, but the freedom of everyone who looked like he did. Under apartheid
black South Africans were denied the vote and forced to carry identity cards at all times,
requiring permission to travel and work in white areas. Police oppression was brutal, with
many who opposed the government being imprisoned, and in 1960 the notorious Sharpeville
massacre saw 67 unarmed black protesters shot dead by the police.
After qualifying as a lawyer, Mandela set up his practice,
the first black law firm in South Africa and became
increasingly involved in the anti-apartheid struggle. Tall,
handsome and educated, Mandela was a natural leader who
quickly rose to prominence in the resistance ANC
movement. He was, after all, the son of a chief as well
as a-man-about-town who wore tailored suits and drew
admiring glances as he drove his swanky Oldsmobile
through Soweto.
With his boxer’s physique and high
cheekbones, Mandela was soon known as a ladies’ man,
divorcing his first wife, Evelyn, the mother of his first
four children, when she wanted him to choose religion over
politics. Soon after, he spotted a young beautiful Winnie Madikazela, standing at a bus
stop and stopped to offer her a lift. They married and had two more children. Soon
however, Mandela was to give up his family life and his profession for years on the run as
the leader of an underground resistance movement, the ANC. As apartheid grew harsher, he
became convinced that liberating South Africa could only be accomplished by organised
violent resistance, a course that led to his capture and imprisonment for 27 years, 18 of
which he served on Robben Island, a desolate former leper colony off the coast of Cape
Town. He was in solitary confinement for various periods for smuggling newspaper clipping
and organising secret study groups with other prisoners. His release in 1990, after an
international campaign, including a 1988 charity concert at Wembley, was greeted with
worldwide jubilation and marked a new course in South African history as he led the country
to its first democratic elections in 1994. Despite the many problems the country faced,
those early years of democracy were exciting and vivid, with an explosion of protests and
opinions. Suddenly South Africans felt that their country belonged to them.
Cont’d

Much to the amazement of a journalist working locally, he was ushered into the President’s
Office for a soft drink and a chat with one of Mandela’s senior advisers. Commenting that
this would never happen in Downing Street, Mandela shrugged and said “This is a government
of the people.” Once at an official function in Johannesburg, there was a room full of white
middle aged business men together with young students from every race, crowding around
their President in order to shake his hand and call him father.
Mandela always said that he would only serve one term, vowing to hand over power to a
younger generation. Still, he became a global icon, loved by everyone from Naomi Campbell,
who called him her ‘grand-dad’ to Obama, who said Mandela was one of the most profoundly
good human beings that any-one will share time with us on this earth.
After a messy break-up, Mandela divorced Winnie in 1996 because he felt that he was the
loneliest man in their marriage and then married his third wife, Graca Machel, two years
later on his 80th birthday. But behind the genial image, Mandela had suffered deeply. In
the lead-up to his 90th birthday in 2008, his eldest surviving child, Maki Mandela, was
interviewed and said that her father had a lot of pain in his live. He had lost three children
and both of his sons.
Maki was six or seven when her father
went into hiding. Then she went to
boarding school and he went to prison.
After that the only contact was
limited to a few letters and an
occasional visit making him seem like
father to the world but not to her.
Mandela was traditional but could be
witty and perhaps irreverent and loved
mingling with world leaders.
He is
supposed to have called our Queen
‘Elizabeth’ when she spoke to him on
the telephone. Nelson was a masterful
politician and a good shepherd who
directed his flock from behind. He led the country through a peaceful transition period
while leaving it unchanged in many ways.
Nelson with Winnie after prison release in 1990

More than 20 years after those democratic elections, black elite now rules the country
alongside the white elite who always wielded power. However, poverty remains a way of life
for most South Africans, not helped by the AIDS crisis. It is true to say that the world
would have been a very different place if Nelson Mandela had, as was expected, been
sentenced to death at his trial in 1964. He was prepared for such a sentence and scribbled
in his notebook, “If I must die, let me declare for all to know that I met my fate like a
man”.
His greatest legacy as far as he was concerned was that after 1994, his countrymen no
longer had to declare the colour of their skin, “It is suffice to say, I am a South African”.
A true gentleman who will be remembered for a long, long time.
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UPDATE ON LINCOLN’S BOMBER COMMAND MEMORIAL
The UK’s three main political party leaders are backing plans for the Lincoln Bomber Command
Memorial.
Prime Minister, David Cameron, has written to the appeal organisers pledging his support for
the plans to create a memorial park incorporating a memorial spire, the Chadwick Visitors
Centre and two peace gardens on the hill overlooking the city. Mr Cameron said it wold make a
valuable asset to ensure that future generations continue to fully appreciate the great
sacrifices that were made during that difficult time. The Deputy Prime Minister, Nick Clegg
said that this is one way we can keep alive the stories of all those individuals for future
generations and understand the struggles they faced and the heroic contribution they made.
The Labour leader, Ed Miliband, said the work
that the Memorial Appeal is setting out to
achieve will properly commemorate the service
and sacrifice of those in Bomber Command and
will be of huge value to our country. Officially
launched at the end of May last year, the
campaign is aimed at establishing a permanent
memorial atop Lincoln’s Canwick Hill.
It will have direct views across to Lincoln Cathedral, which provided a ‘beacon’ landmark for
crews returning from WWII missions to the 27 Bomber Command stations. A total of 25,611
men were lost while serving with No 1 and 5 Groups, both based in Lincolnshire. Their names
are all listed in the “Three Rolls of Honour” in the Cathedral.
The names of all the aircrew were originally to be inscribed on the spire of an iconic new
memorial. However designers have had a major rethink based on the feedback from the
public. People were worried that it would not be possible to see or feel names of relatives
inscribed higher up the 50ft monument to be built. Instead, walls forming a circle around the
spire will bear the names of the Bomber Command Aircrew. It will be possible to walk through
the newly-designed spire and it will even frame a view of the city.
The spire itself is based on two wing fragments, coming together to form a shape echoing the
county’s tall church and cathedral spires. The height will be cut to the wingspan height of a
Lancaster bomber, standing at 31.09m. The width of its largest part will be five metres, the
same as a Lancaster bomber’s wing’s width. As a result of the changes, the spire will now be
known as “the spire of names”. The spire will now be surrounded by a circle of wall; each of
the walls will have the names inscribed. Had those names been put on the spire, there was no
means of altering, amending or adding to them. Developers believe the height of the new
spire, made of Corton steel, will see a slight saving on the project cost.
There will also be 14 sculptures to represent the 14 nations that took part in the Bomber
Command, which could be opened up for designers to make. The Chadwick Centre, shaped to
represent the wing of a Lancaster Bomber, will house a café, shop and space for meeting
rooms and teaching.
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WAR MEDAL FOUND AT THE BOTTOM OF CANAL
The Canal & River Trust have discovered a First World War medal and two cannon- balls at
the bottom of a South Yorkshire lock during restoration work. Workers found the medal
once they had drained the Sheffield & South Yorkshire Navigation to fit new lock gates at
Aldwarke Lock near Rotherham. Now the trust is trying to find who the medal was awarded
to, so they can return it to their family.

The Inter-Allied Victory Medal, often known simply as the Victory
Medal. Was awarded to all those who had served in the armed
forces or in military hospitals on the various battlefronts between 5
August 1914 and 11 November 1918. It was awarded to soldiers
from each of the Allied countries who decided together that they
should issue a Victory Medal. Made from bronze and measuring
36mm in diameter, the medal depicts the winged figure of Victory on
one side and the words “The Great War For Civilisation 19141918”on the other. The name W Clarke, is inscribed around the
edge of the medal and the Trust is hoping that may help to identify who it was awarded to.
Mark Long was clearing the lock chamber of built-up mud and debris when he came across
the medal. The team also found two cannon-balls and heritage experts are doing some
research to try and find out more about where they came from and how they got into the
canal. They could not believe it, they said that they were used to uncovering all sorts when
they drain a canal but had never found anything like this. It would be the aim to find the
family of the person who the medal belongs to and return it to them. The medal itself is
not especially valuable but it is of huge symbolic importance to someone who served during
the war. It would be great if it could be re-united with the family who owns it.

LOST YOUR MEDAL? – TRY “e-Bay”
A man, who lost his father’s war medal when he moved house has found it for sale on eBay 40 years later. Gutted Terry Snow feared he would never see his dad, Gilbert’s First
World War “Victory Medal” again.
Terry moved home in the 1970s and the 100-yearold honour was accidentally sold in a box of items
during a house clearance. Terry then spent years
trying to find it and was stunned when he spotted it
for sale on e-bay on his 75th birthday.
Terry, who lives in Devon, found the medal engraved
with his dad’s initials being sold by a medal collector
250 miles away in Lincoln. He paid £23 to buy it
back. He said that he wanted to find the medal for
so many years and it was fantastic to have it back.
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WORLD WAR I SCULPTURE PLANS FOR GRANTHAM
The residents of Grantham are being asked to choose a sculpture to commemorate the First
World War. The design that wins will be built in Wyndham Park with the help of Lottery
funding.
Members of the public will be able to vote for their preferred design at two exhibitions, in
the Isaac Newton Shopping Centre and Wyndham Park.
Four designs have been short-listed by a panel including representatives from the District
Council and Wyndham Park Forum. The designers have been asked to base their creations
around the First World War or the Machine Gun Corps, which was based at nearby Belton
Park during the conflict, which began 100 years ago this year.
Designs No 1 and No 2

Designs No 3 and No 4

The sculpture has
been commissioned
to be built in the
park followiing the
announcement of
initial support from
the Heritage
Lottery Fund and the
Big Lottery Fund in
January.

The winner will be announced in the Grantham Journal and the winner’s name will be inscribed
on a plaque displayed with the sculpture.
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HARRY RIDDOLLS AND FRIENDS
Below is a picture of Branch Member, Harry Riddolls, who used to live near Long Sutton
when he attended our Branch meetings
with his wife, Lilian. After Harry had a
stroke, they moved to Hereford to be
near their daughter and family. Sadly
Lilian passed away a few years ago.
Harry still lives in a warden controlled
apartment there, where he has carers
coming in daily and a canteen where he
can purchase meals.
Recently a party was organised by the
staff for all the residents and as usual
Harry, not wanting standards to slip, turned up on his wheel-chair, dressed very smartly, in
his suit and wearing his medals. Harry informs me that there are several other residents
there who are ex-service, but they do not appear to be interested in keeping up
appearances. Harry, however, having served in both The Army and then the RAF Regiment,
always wants to keep to the standards. He was a ‘prisoner of war’ in Germany for more
than a year in 1944. Lilian, his late wife, also served in WAAFs. Harry retired as a Flight
Sergeant and enjoyed coming to Waddington to meet the other Members. Thank you for the
photographs and we wish you well and long may you be able to keep up such a smart
appearance.

ANOTHER NEW MEMBER FOR THE BRANCH
A very big welcome is extended to the latest member to join the Association and particularly
the Lincolnshire Branch.
Ex-FS Derek Rose;
Derek having served some 22 years in the Corps, will be well-known to quite a few of us in
the Lincolnshire Branch and indeed the Association as a whole. Having joined up in January
1971, he has seen service on many Squadrons and stations.
After
1973,
during
with a

basic training, Derek’s first posting was to 37 Squadron based at Catterick. In
he was posted to No 34 Squadron at Akrotiri in Cyprus where he saw active service
the Greek/Turkish troubles. In the latter part of 1975, it was back to the UK again
posting to recruit training at RAF Swinderby and promotion to Sergeant.

In 1978, it was on the move again to the Queen’s Colour Squadron for Derek and plenty of
ceremonial duties all over the UK and further afield. In 1980, Derek moved again, back
once more to Catterick and to join RTS on FT1s. His next posting was with the Army at
Warminster where he spent two years on weapons trials. Next in 1982, he was en route to
Bruggen, West Germany, for a three year posting on Ground Defence instructional duties
and promotion to Flight Sergeant. In 1987 Derek was on the move once more and this time,
to No 3 Squadron at Aldergrove. Lastly for his final posting it was back to RAF Lyneham
for the two remaining years of his service and hanging up of his boots!!
Now after a life-time of moving from posting to posting, Derek and his wife, Maggie, have
finally settled in Saracen’s Head, near Holbeach, Lincolnshire. We wish them both health
and happiness in their new home with their two large golden retriever dogs. Also we look
forward to seeing them both at our Branch meetings and functions throughout the coming
months.
Be assured you will both be made most welcome.

ENTRANCE TO RAF WADDINGTON
Be aware that the entrance gate into RAF Waddington, which we Branch Members have
been using for years, has now been permanently closed. Apparently this is for safety
reasons due to the children getting to the school which is off that road.
From now on, all personnel wanting access to the Station (ie us), must do so by using the
other entrance, which, (some of us already know), is 600 metres further along the A607
Lincoln/Navenby road, on the Lincoln side.
On arrival at the Security Barrier, you still need some form of identity document to show
the Guard on duty. Your photograph driving licence or passport will do and simply tell the
Guard that you are attending the RAF Regiment Association meeting in the HIVE building.

